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04-1 Role of a UNESCO Global Geopark
04-1-1

Crireria for UNESCO Global Geopark

The criteria for UNESCO Global Geopark

certiﬁcation are as follows.

Statutes and Operational Guidelines of the
UNESCO Global Geoparks

(i) UNESCO Global Geoparks must be single, uniﬁed

empowerment of indigenous peoples.

that all relevant local and regional actors and

(iii) UNESCO Global Geoparks should be areas with a

UNESCO Global Geopark. Local and indigenous

management body having legal existence recognized
under national legislation. The management bodies
should be appropriately equipped to adequately

address the area of the UNESCO Global Geopark in its

authorities be represented in the management of a
knowledge, practice and management systems
should be included, alongside science, in the
planning and management of the area.

entirety.

(vi) UNESCO Global Geoparks are encouraged to

with a holistic concept of protection, education,

(iv) In the case where an applying area overlaps with

joint projects within the GGN. Membership of GGN is

Global Geopark must have a clearly deﬁned border,

Heritage Site or Biosphere Reserve, the request must

geographical areas where sites and landscapes of

international geological signiﬁcance are managed
research and sustainable development. A UNESCO

be of adequate size to fulﬁl its functions and contain
geological heritage of international signiﬁcance as
independently veriﬁed by scientiﬁc professionals.

(ii) UNESCO Global Geoparks should use that

another UNESCO designated site, such as a World

(vii) A UNESCO Global Geopark must respect local

value by being both independently branded and in

geological heritage. The deﬁning geological heritage

for how UNESCO Global Geopark status will add
synergy with the other designations.

(v) UNESCO Global Geoparks should actively involve

awareness of key issues facing society in the context

stakeholders in the Geopark. In partnership with

of the dynamic planet we all live on, including but
not limited to increasing knowledge and

understanding of: geoprocesses; geohazards; climate
change; the need for the sustainable use of Earth’ s
natural resources; the evolution of life and the
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obligatory.

be clearly justiﬁed and evidence must be provided

heritage, in connection with all other aspects of that
area’ s natural and cultural heritage, to promote

share their experience and advice and to undertake

local communities and indigenous peoples as key

local communities, a co-management plan needs to

be drafted and implemented that provides for the
social and economic needs of local populations,
protects the landscape in which they live and

conserves their cultural identity. It is recommended

and national laws relating to the protection of
sites within a UNESCO Global Geopark must be

legally protected in advance of any application. At

the same time, a UNESCO Global Geopark should be
used as leverage for promoting 38 C/14 Annex II ‒
page 3 the protection of geological heritage locally
and nationally. The management body must not

participate directly in the sale of geological objects
such as fossils, minerals, polished rocks and

ornamental rocks of the type normally found in

so-called “rockshops” within the UNESCO Global
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Geopark (regardless of their origin) and should

actively discourage unsustainable trade in geological
materials as a whole. Where clearly justiﬁed as a
responsible activity and as part of delivering the
most eﬀective and sustainable means of site

management, it may permit sustainable collecting of
geological materials for scientiﬁc and educational

purposes from naturally renewable sites within the
UNESCO Global Geopark. Trade of geological

materials based on such a system may be tolerated
in exceptional circumstances, provided it is clearly

4-1-1-01
UGGp 活動イメージ

and publicly explained, justiﬁed and monitored as

the best option for the Global Geopark in relation to
local circumstances. Such circumstances will be

subject to approval by the UNESCO Global Geoparks
Council on a case by case basis.

(viii) These criteria are veriﬁed through checklists for
evaluation and revalidation.

8th International Conference on UNESCO Global Geoparks at the Adamello-Brenta UGGp
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04-2 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
04-2-1

What are SDGs?

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are action

guidelines proposed by the United Nations. There are
17 goals and 169 targets. Geoparks are strongly

recommended to work in line with the SDGs, as the
Geopark programme is under UNESCO.
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ACTION PLAN

Targets that Toya-Usu UGGp [ACTION = Toya-Usu UGGp actions, either ongoing or planned]

NO POVERTY

End poverty in all its forms everywhere
1.5 By 2030, build the resilience of the poor and those in vulnerable situations and reduce their
exposure and vulnerability to climate-related extreme events and other economic, social and
environmental shocks and disasters

ACTION: Disaster risk reduction education

QUALITY EDUCATION

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable
development, including, among others, through education for sustainable development and
sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence,
global citizenship and appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable
development

ACTION: Education for Sustainable development (ESD)

MANAGEMENT BODY
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DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
Promote inclusive and sustainable economic growth,
employment and decent work for all

8.7 Take immediate and eﬀective measures to eradicate forced labour, end modern slavery and human
traﬃcking and secure the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child labour, including
recruitment and use of child soldiers, and by 2025 end child labour in all its forms

ACTION: Compliance with the GGN guidelines (prohibition of trading and selling rare rocks/minerals)
8.9 By 2030, devise and implement policies to promote sustainable tourism that creates jobs and
promotes local culture and products

ACTION: Strategic, sustainable tourism can be introduced.

REDUCED INEQUALITIES

SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES

RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION

10.2 By 2030, empower and promote the social, economic and political inclusion of all, irrespective of
age, sex, disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religion or economic or other status

11.5 By 2030, signiﬁcantly reduce the number of deaths and the number of people aﬀected and substantially decrease the
direct economic losses relative to global gross domestic product caused by disasters, including water-related disasters, with
a focus on protecting the poor and people in vulnerable situations

12.8 By 2030, ensure that people everywhere have the relevant information and awareness for
sustainable development and lifestyles in harmony with nature

10.3 Ensure equal opportunity and reduce inequalities of outcome, including by eliminating
discriminatory laws, policies and practices and promoting appropriate legislation, policies and action
in this regard

11.7 By 2030, provide universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible, green and public spaces, in particular for women
and children, older persons and persons with disabilities

12.B Develop and implement tools to monitor sustainable development impacts for sustainable
tourism that creates jobs and promotes local culture and products

Reduce inequality within and among countries

ACTION: Women’s empowerment and Ainu culture
promotion can be considered.
ACTION: Stakeholders from various sectors can be
committed.

CLIMATE ACTION

Take urgent action to combat climate change
and its impacts
13.1 Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural disasters in all
countries

ACTION: Responses to volcanic disasters foster
community resilience against natural disasters. ESD
will also help accomplish the target.

Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable

ACTION: Disaster risk reduction culture contributes
the most to the accomplishment.
ACTION: Universal design can be introduced.

11.B By 2020, substantially increase the number of cities and human settlements adopting and implementing integrated
policies and plans towards inclusion, resource eﬃciency, mitigation and adaptation to climate change, resilience to
disasters, and develop and implement, in line with the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030, holistic
disaster risk management at all levels

ACTION: Cooperation with local governments

LIFE ON LAND

Sustainably manage forests, combat desertiﬁcation,
halt and reverse land degradation, halt biodiversity loss
15.1 By 2020, ensure the conservation, restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial and inland
freshwater ecosystems and their services, in particular forests, wetlands, mountains and drylands, in
line with obligations under international agreements

ACTION: Japanese rural lifestyle can be promoted; ESD
can be combined into the action.
ACTION: Strategic, sustainable tourism can be introduced.

PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS
Revitalize the global partnership
for sustainable development

17.3 Mobilize additional ﬁnancial resources for developing countries from multiple sources

ACTION: Conservation eﬀorts in collaboration with MOE

ACTION: GGN membership dues (UNESCO contributions) are appropriated to accomplish the target

ACTION: Teaching of the ecosystem of Mt. Usu forests

ACTION: GGN practices

15.4 By 2030, ensure the conservation of mountain ecosystems, including their biodiversity, in order to
enhance their capacity to provide beneﬁts that are essential for sustainable development
15.8 By 2020, introduce measures to prevent the introduction and signiﬁcantly reduce the impact of
invasive alien species on land and water ecosystems and control or eradicate the priority species

ACTION: Clearing of naturalized plants
The Toya-Usu UNESCO Global Geopark Master Plan 2019-2028

Ensure sustainable consumption
and production patterns

17.16 Enhance the global partnership for sustainable development, complemented by multi-stakeholder
partnerships that mobilize and share knowledge, expertise, technology and ﬁnancial resources, to support
the achievement of the sustainable development goals in all countries, in particular developing countries
17.17 Encourage and promote eﬀective public, public-private and civil society partnerships, building
on the experience and resourcing strategies of partnerships

ACTION: Community partnership
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4-3-1 Practices to date

2000

Mount Usu erupts with no casualties.

when the municipalities’ reconstruction measures

2004

Global Geopark Network (GGN) is established with the support of UNESCO

2007

The Japan Geopark Liaison Council is established.

The inception of the UGGp dates back to 2000,

included an ‘eco-museum’ concept after Mount Usu

erupted in March of that year. This concept led to the

Global Geopark status in 2009. Over the past decade,
the UGGp has taken the following historical path.

2001
2006
2008

The Organising Committee for the Lake Toya Area Eco-museum*1 is established within the Laketopia 21 framework*21.
Laketopia 21 is dissolved to form the Lake Toya Area Eco-museum Council.

The Toya Caldera and Usu Volcano Geopark scientiﬁc validation committee is established
under the Lake Toya Area Ecomuseum Council.
September:

2009

JGC Evalution is made.

December:

Authorization as the ﬁrst Japanese Geopark is given.

July:

Global Geoparks Network (GGN) Evaluation is made

The Japan Geopark Liaison Council is restructured into the Japanese Geoparks Network (JGN).
22 August:

Authorisation as a member of Global Geoparks Netowork is given.

2010

The Toya Caldera and Usu Volcano Geopark Council is established in February.

2013

GGN revalidation is made. → ‘Green Card’

2012
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

JGN revalidation is made. → ‘Green Card for Japanese Geopark status’
The Geopark becomes an oﬃcial UNESCO programme.

JGN revalidation is made. → ‘Green Card for Japanese Geopark status’
UGGp revalidation is made. → ‘Yellow Card’

JGN revalidation is made. → ‘Green Card for Japanese Geopark status’

UGGp Revalidation will be made.

*1 Laketopia 21

*2 Eco museum

The purposes were to examine local resource availability and eﬀective utilisation and

concept, the whole community is deﬁned as ‘roof-free museum’, and local nature,

An organization of six municipalities located around Lake Toya, established in 1983.

to lobby prefectural/national governments for community development.
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23 billion JPY economic loss.

A community-oriented regional development project. Under the eco-museum

culture and lifestyle are deﬁned as ‘exhibits’.
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04-3-2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the
current management institution

The UGGp is managed by the four municipalities

that cover the UGGp area. Given that the Geopark

programme serves the public, the four municipalities
assign secretariat staﬀ and cover most of the

management costs. The UGGp management does not
earn money from the admission fees or guided tour

MANAGEMENT BODY
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Strengths:

04-3-3 Toya-Usu UGGp in 2030:

excellently, achieving resilient management. It’s

landscape protection, tourism, primary

Collaboration among municipalities works

practices are public and trustworthy, so it is easy to
obtain the understanding and cooperation of third

parties. The UGGp status enables a rich selection of
public projects and programmes in education and
disaster risk reduction.

Strengths

fees that are commonly levied at overseas Geoparks.
Under these circumstances, the Strengths and
Weaknesses of the UGGp management are as follows.

ACTION PLAN

Weaknesses:

Overview and speciﬁc goals (geology,
industries, etc.)

By 2030, the ﬁnal year of the SDGs, the UGGp wants

to be a place where everyday life is fulﬁlling and

rewarding. The Master Plan gives an overview of the
UGGp in 2030 and the actions to be taken.

Weaknesses

Without the express use of a bottom-up approach,

practices are likely to be entirely

government-oriented. Mostly ﬁnanced by

municipalities, the practices always need to

demonstrate public beneﬁt, which may limit the

potential of the practices. Also, it makes it diﬃcult to
earn proﬁts from projects that may compete with
private enterprise.

The Toya-Usu UNESCO Global Geopark Master Plan 2019-2028
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保全活動（住民ボランティア）

- Research and Conservation -

Overview Scientiﬁc ﬁndings are applied to better

ACTION PLAN

- Disaster Risk Reduction -

Overview Under the principle that the area shall

remain well-prepared for eruptions with no

ensures bountiful harvests. Geosites are tourist spots

each resident lives safely and comfortably near Mount

and ﬁelds for learning by communities. They are
frequented by many visitors.

Action Domestic and international scientists and

students, Volcano Meisters and other residents will
continue their research. The public, private and

academic sectors will work together to promote the

casualties, the UGGp continues eﬀorts to ensure that

Action The UGGp will foster an environment

with local harvests of land and sea, so that they are

area will engage in practices to mitigate damages
signiﬁcantly.

Action The UGGp will continue to sophisticate the

preparedness (e.g., Volcano Meisters) and achieving a
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the area, and they know best about its local charms.

active interactions. If Mount Usu erupts, the UGGp

other volcanic regions of the world, which motivates

that allows the scholarly signiﬁcance of the Toya-Usu
be shared among local people and outside visitors.

Overview Local children are the best presenters of

where children learn from an early age about volcanic

disaster risk reduction culture in the area. Its eﬀorts

UGGp and its sustainable conservation guidelines to

- Education at School and in the Society -

Usu. Know-how of the UGGp is widely shared with

ﬁndings to ensure that the value of the UGGp is

accurately assessed. The UGGp will establish a system

OUTLOOK OF TOYA-USU

子どもたちの登山学習

有珠山と火山マイスター

prepare people for volcanic eruptions and to

scientiﬁcally elucidate the geological system that

MANAGEMENT BODY

will include fostering more leaders in disaster

threats and beneﬁts, and where they become familiar
interested in the relationship between the volcano

and the yields from the volcano. In this way they will

come to cherish their hometowns. Also, the UGGp will
promote extended-stay ﬁeld trip tours to encourage
interactions between local children and visiting
counterparts.

safe, volcano-resilient society through the

collaboration of the public, private, academic and
media sectors.

The Toya-Usu UNESCO Global Geopark Master Plan 2019-2028
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洞爺湖でのアクティビティ

- Geotourism -

Overview There is stable tourist traﬃc all across

the year. Some tourists are attracted by the unique

ACTION PLAN

- Business Cooperation

and Local Revitalisation -

stable, productive business. This makes for a vibrant

many diﬀerent UGGps. There is an increasing number

community whose residents are proud of it.

is popular among people who like to stay long-term
for sightseeing in the UGGp and its environs.

Action The UGGp will remain responsive to the

Overview The UGGp has earned high name

recognition, and there are many fans outside the

home but are attracted by the area as a destination
and so they come to see it. Extended-stay geotourism

- Networking -

Overview Geopark practices motivate local

businesses to secure new customers and to engage in

where they can feel the earth changing all the time,

OUTLOOK OF TOYA-USU

道の駅の特産品コーナー

value of the UGGp and return on repeat visits, while
others have not experienced volcanic disasters at

MANAGEMENT BODY

Action Local people in all the municipalities will

collaborate to promote the appeal of local specialities
and other attractions of the UGGp.

area. The UGGp enjoys beneﬁts from networking with
of Geoparks in Hokkaido, too. Networking has given
us stimulating new discoveries and an objective

viewpoint to review the advantages of the UGGp. This
has led to attractive community-building, with all
locals connected in loving hometowns.

Action The UGGp will actively promote the

trends of the time and will design various activities

attractiveness of the area, thereby enhancing

area. Also, the UGGp will continue to train tour guides

volcanos and Geoparks. The UGGp will share all its

and tours that capitalise on the attractions of the
and improve their skills so that visitors will be

properly served. The UGGp will also develop

resources for new and revised programmes, including
improvements to extended-stay ﬁeld trip routes.

The Toya-Usu UNESCO Global Geopark Master Plan 2019-2028

domestic and international networks in terms of

practices and issues with network members, and it

will capitalise on and introduce those shared ideas
into new practice and other business.
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Priority Projects

04-4-1 Projects from 2019 to 2022

(Note: This section will be renewed every four years
following the UGGp revalidation. The terms of the
projects will begin in the year of revalidation.)

Towards our goals in the UGGp Sustainable

Development Policies (see p. 28), the Toya-Usu UGGp
will continue to pursue existing programmes that

have been eﬀective in practice and reputation, while

Disaster Risk Reduction Education

Total Destination Development (TDD) Project

This project aims to familiarise every school in the

activities that cover the whole of the Toya-Usu UGGp

disaster risk reduction. The UGGp will enhance and

history, and tangible and intangible culture, as well as

Empowerment (DRR-E) Project

UGGp area with education on Geoparks and volcanic
enrich activities available to local schools by creating
outdoor learning textbooks and Volcano Meister
lectures.

introducing the following priority projects between
2019 and 2022.

MANAGEMENT BODY

This project is designed to develop tour routes and

by reorganising existing information on nature,

geoscientiﬁc information on the area before the birth
of Lake Toya. Geosites/related sites, transport to

those sites (public transport, rental cars, bicycles) and
activities will be reintegrated, and these will be
promoted online and in multilingual brochures.

Disaster Risk Reduction Culture Global

UGGp-brand Inbound Promotion (BIP)

The disaster risk reduction culture and the Volcano

Leveraging the status of the area as an

(DRR-G) Project

Project

Meister system, two best practices of the UGGp, will

international tourist destination, the project is

with the DRR working groups in GGN and APGN.

brand and value to overseas tourists. Existing

be introduced and promoted globally, in cooperation

intended to promote the UNESCO Global Geopark

promotional materials, tools and other media will be
used more eﬀectively in branding campaigns of
UGGps in the world.
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In Japan, there are many Geoparks featuring the

changing earth, including earthquakes or volcanic
eruptions. We can say that, with a history of nine

volcanic eruptions over the past 350 years, the

Toya-Usu UNESCO Global Geopark is a leader of these
Japanese Geoparks. In practice, the Toya-Usu UGGp

ﬁrmly holds the principles to embrace and maximize
the volcano’s blessings, and to realize the

‘coexistence of the community with the volcano’

through communicating past experiences and staying
well-prepared for possible disasters in the future.

Under the belief that the Toya-Usu UGGp is one of

the most leading ﬁgures of all UGGps in 147 regions of
41 countries in fostering the coexistence with active

volcanoes, I would sincerely appreciate the continued
understanding and cooperation of local communities
for our practices.
March 2019

Toya-Usu UNESCO Global Geopark Council Chairperson

◆ Photo provided

Hikaru Yokoyama（P76）

Minatsu Masao Memorial Museum（P20，P21 and P22）
Takatomi Yota（P18）

TOYA-USU UNESCO GLOBAL GEOPARK COUNCIL
c/o Toyako Town Oﬃce 58

Sakae-machi, Toyako-cho, Abuta-gun, Hokkaido JAPAN
Tel：+81-142-74-3015

Fax：+81- 142-76-4727

Web：www.toya-usu-geopark.org

